
THE HARMER EASY CHAIR

The Harmer easy chair classic

Model: CH-BHS1

The Harmer easy chair is truly a classic. Comfortable, and elegant, it is equally at home in a period or
contemporary interior, and comes also in standard 2 and 3 seater versions. Additionally, custom lengths

can be made to your requirements.

It features the ebonised detailing to the polished sabre legs, and Harmer’s signature hoofed foot.

Dimensions  (mm): w 760 d 870 h 900 sh 480 ah 640

Fabric required (m): 7m + pattern repeat

stock: in stock

Historical note:

B Harmer is a largely unknown maker of the English Georgian period. Even to furniture historians, as



there is very little surviving documentation about him. In fact, it is not even certain what The B. stands
for.  He is principally remembered for the magnificent  drawing Room suite for Powderham Castle, and for

his work based on the designs of Thomas Hope.

He also made the well documented dining chairs for William Shepherd (d.1815) of Russell Square,
London.

For more B. Harmer chairs, see Classic Chairs’ model CH-E and CH-EA chairs, a link below: Classic
Regency Elbow Chair
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